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Abstract 

Job satisfaction relates to the overall relationship among an employee and the employer of work placement for which 

he or she paid. The performance of employee is related with the satisfaction of job both directly and indirectly. 

Employee job pleasure is crucial to face the dynamic and ever-increasing challenges of keeping productiveness of 

the organization by keeping their staff continuously engaged and motivated. This will be triumph over through 

creating a piece environment that keeps worker job satisfaction in addition to motivate people in the direction of first 

rate performance on the place of working attaining work-existence stability. The review is examined the impact of 

job satisfaction on the employees performance at the workplace. This paper is based on the secondary data, which 

is presenting a literature review regarding effect and influence of job satisfaction on the performance of employee 

as well as productivity at the workplace. The study is based on the existing review of literature regarding job 

satisfaction and employee performance. It can be concluded from the review regarding the impact of job satisfaction 

on employees performance that the facets such as: remuneration, job safety, working situations, activity autonomy, 

relationship with supervisor, co-workers and manager and nature of labor; have an effect on the satisfaction of job 

and overall performance. 
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Introduction 

Job satisfaction and employee performance were researched on some of events however in nowadays market wherein 

the marketplace situation and opposition is on a one-of-a-kind stage, it is important to apprehend the cost of overall 

performance of the human resources of the organization. Job satisfaction is a high-quality vibe that creates splendid 

performances in any organization and for this reason, it may be said to be the spine of the corporation. This paper at 

is based totally on the high quality relationship between job satisfaction and worker performance which in the long 

run leads to the performance inside the agency. Employee overall performance enhancement desires the creation of 

a better surroundings inside the organization which ultimately leads to satisfaction with the job. But the advent of a 

better environment consists of several factors which includes motivation, reward device, incentives, and so on which 

contributes to worker performance inside the agency. Job satisfaction, an unquantifiable metric, is described as a 

tremendous emotional response you enjoy while doing your job or while you are gift at paintings. Leading groups 

are actually seeking to measure this feeling, with activity pride surveys becoming a staple at most places of work. 

Work is a central part of almost anybody’s lifestyles. Adults devote nearly all of their waking time to work as career 

improvement makes up almost 70 per cent of all human developmental responsibilities. Hence it's miles critical that 

the employees feel a sense of satisfaction with their activity otherwise it'd lead to frustration, anger and in some 

cases even melancholy. Perceived superiority at the job is reflected through the needs of experience of fulfilment 

and expectation for the process to be interesting, difficult and for my part pleasing. Job pleasure is also a fulfillment 

indicator in career developmental duties. 

Job pride and employee performance has been a subject of research for decades. Whether pleasure of job impacts 

employee delight in companies remains an important trouble to managers and psychologists. That is in which the 

problem lies. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to hint the connection between job delight and worker 

performance in agencies. Related literature at the some theories of task satisfaction which include affective events, 

-component, fairness and job characteristics became reviewed and findings from these theories imply that a range 

of factors like achievement, popularity, duty, pay, work conditions and so on, have high-quality have an effect on 

employee performance in groups. The paper provides to the theoretical debate on whether task satisfaction impacts 

undoubtedly on worker overall performance. It concludes that although the idea of process delight is complex, the 

use of suitable variables and mechanisms can go a protracted manner in improving employee overall performance. 

There are a ramification of factors which could impact a person’s level of job delight or pleasure. Some of these 

elements include the extent of pay and benefits, the perceived fairness of the promotion device within an employer, 

the nice of the working situations, leadership and social relationships, the process itself (the kind of duties worried, 

the hobby and venture the process generates, and the clarity of the job description/requirements). The happier 

humans are inside their process, the extra glad they may be stated to be. The concept of task or assignment of job 

pleasure has gained importance ever because the human relations method has come to be popular. Job satisfaction 

involves complex range of variables, situations, feelings and behavioral tendencies. 
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The existing literature on job satisfaction will highlight the factors concerned with activity pleasure and in the end 

worker performance. In the literature, the respective merits of world as opposed to aspect measures of satisfaction 

with job remain discussed. Also, the literature would be related to the studies to discover the gaps within the 

employer when it comes to the process pride and worker overall performance. The studies question pronounces an 

intention to have a look at job satisfaction as a reason leading to of worker performance.  

Objectives 

 To examine impact of job satisfaction on the employee performance  

 To review the existing literature about the impact of job satisfaction on the employee performance  

 To study the relationship between employee job satisfaction and employee performance 

 To analyze the influence of job satisfaction on the performance 

Review of Literature 

Siengthai & Patarakhuan (2016) found that Job redesign by means of itself is observed to have a sizeable terrible 

effect on employee performance even as activity delight is located to always undoubtedly and considerably have an 

impact on worker overall performance. This examine ascertains the positive interaction effect of process redecorate 

and task delight for worker performance improvement. These findings endorse that process satisfaction undoubtedly 

moderates the effect of task redecorate on employee overall performance.  The qualitative research method is used, 

i.e., in-depth interviews, to validate the questionnaire which is modified primarily based on the nicely-set up Job 

Diagnostic Survey instrument. A huge-scale questionnaire survey turned into carried out in 2012 taking the motel 

and resort enterprise and the banking enterprise in Thailand as its studies websites. Multiple regression analysis 

became used to examine the survey facts acquired from 295 sample respondent managers. 

Terera & Ngirande (2014) studied on exploring the effect of rewards on activity pleasure and employee retention 

among nurses. The targets of this observe were to determine the impact of rewards on employee retention, to 

establish whether or not there may be a dating between rewards and job pleasure, to set up the connection among 

process delight and worker retention and to make recommendations to the coverage makers within the company on 

viable methods/strategies to improve worker retention based at the research findings. The observer utilized a 

quantitative research design and one hundred eighty nurses have been randomly decided on as studies members. 

Self-administered questionnaires have been administered to participants/respondents. Hypotheses have been 

formulated to test the relationships among the impartial variable and the based variable. The take a look at found out 

that employee rewards result in worker retention however but, they do no longer bring about task satisfaction.  

The relationship among activity satisfaction and process overall performance has an extended and debatable records. 

Researchers had been first made aware of the link among satisfaction and performance thru the 1924-1933 

Hawthorne studies (Naidu, 1996). Since the Hawthorne research, several researchers have seriously examined the 

idea that "a satisfied worker is effective worker". Research outcomes of Iaffaldano and Muchinsky (1985) have 

observed a susceptible connection, about 0.17, among process satisfaction and activity overall performance. 

However, studies carried out by means of Organ (1988) discovered that a more potent connection among overall 

performance and pride couldn't be mounted because of the narrow definition of activity overall performance. Organ 
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(1988) believes that once the definition of activity performance consists of behaviors together with organizational 

citizenship (the quantity to which one's voluntary guide contributes to the fulfillment of an employer) the relationship 

among delight and overall performance will improve. Judge, Thoreson, Bono, and Patton (2001) observed that when 

correcting the sampling and size errors of 301 research, the correlation between task satisfaction and job performance 

improved to 0.30. It is critical to note that the relationship between process delight and activity overall performance 

is better for difficult jobs than for much less tough jobs (Saari & Judge, 2004). 

Job delight is a regularly studied challenge in paintings and organizational literature. This is especially because of 

the fact that many professionals trust that process pleasure traits can affect labour market behaviour and have an 

impact on work productivity, work effort, worker absenteeism and staff turnover. Moreover, task satisfaction is 

considered a sturdy predictor of average individual well-being, as well as a very good predictor of intentions or 

choices of personnel to go away a task. Job pride is likewise vital in ordinary existence. Organizations have massive 

effects at the paintings for them and a number of the ones consequences are meditated in how people sense 

approximately their work. This makes job pride a problem of good sized significance for each employers and 

personnel. 

Job satisfaction plays a vital position in terms of employee performance, and to a degree his properly being and to 

the corporations in terms of its productivity, performance, worker members of the family, absenteeism and turnover. 

Since job pleasure is a complex variable, it is able to be motivated by way of situational factors on the activity in 

addition to the dispositional traits of the man or woman. 

However, the idea that job satisfaction ends in higher employee performance is extensively captured. For example, 

Vroom (1964) had in advance determined that the belief that employee overall performance is a natural fabricated 

from fulfilling the desires of personnel inside the employer. Organizations that capable of make their personnel 

satisfied could have extra productive personnel. The concept that a happy worker is an effective worker is 

inconclusive because empirical research have produced some of conflicting viewpoints on the relationship between 

job pride and employee overall performance (Strauss, 1968). It was on this foundation that some researchers opined 

that worker overall performance may additionally cause job pride however now not the opposite and so activity 

pleasure is non-drastically correlated with worker overall performance in work. 

Conclusion 

Job satisfaction or Job delight is the main motive an employee joins organization and the performances of the 

employees completely relies upon whether the personnel are glad with the work of a related to job. Job pleasure 

offers enough quantity of motivation to the personnel and there are certain factors that provide activity pleasure to 

the employees. This paper is discover the various factors that assist the employees in gaining delight inside the place 

of work. As many research advise, employers benefit from glad employees as they may be more likely to take 

advantage of lower staff turnover and higher productivity if their employees revel in a high level of job delight. 

However, personnel need to additionally ‘be happy in their paintings, given the quantity of time they need to commit 

to it at some point of their operating lives’. This examine of job pleasure is a topic of wide interest to each those who 

paintings in organizations and people who take a look at them. Job pleasure has been carefully associated with many 
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organizational phenomena including motivation, overall performance, management, mind-set, war, moral etc. 

Researchers have attempted to discover the various additives of activity pride, measure the relative significance of 

every factor of job pride and look at what results those components have on employees’ productivity. The job 

satisfaction influence on the work of the employee with the positive mental, social, economic status. 
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